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Teacher Salary Increase

While Virginia has provided resources for teacher salaries
in recent years, earnings for Virginia teachers continue to lag
the national average. Virginia teacher salaries have one of the
widest gaps between their pay levels and those of comparable
professionals in the country. Virginia needs to continue to
invest in teacher salaries.

Support Cap

VBCPS supports removing the support position cap that was
put in place in 2009 during the Great Recession. Previously,
the Commonwealth provided funding for support staff positions
according to a formula that used numbers of staff and local costs
(calculated using the actual number of support positions and
the salary for each position in all Virginia school divisions).
As a moneysaving measure during the Recession, a “cap” was
placed on the number of positions that the state would fund.
The cap was not based on any particular analysis of student
needs or existing staffing patterns.

Rather was simply calculated as a ratio of instructional to
support positions based on the necessity to reduce state funding
by a particular amount. Some positions were simply eliminated
due to the cap, but most school divisions could not practically
and safely reduce support staffing for many of the positions
that fall into this category to the levels the state funded under
its “support position cap,” so the cost to retain these positions
shifted entirely to local governments.
These positions include school psychologists and social workers,
as well as instructional support, attendance, security, transportation, technology, facility operations and maintenance staff.
These positions are essential to the effective operation of schools
and provide the vital support needed to meet a myriad of
educational needs. These positions all support the classroom
by providing critical interactions with students and help free up
teacher time to encourage a focus on teaching. These support
individuals help keep our schools and children safe, as well as
ensure that all students across the Commonwealth have equal
opportunities to succeed.

Behavior and Mental Health Staff

VBCPS recognizes that fully funding support positions and reversing the support cap
is challenging to do in a single year or single biennium. VBCPS requests the General
Assembly allot additional resources for mental health clinicians, attendance interventionists
and behavior specialists. These staff members should have specialized training and experience
to target students’ complex behavioral needs and assess the mental health status of students,
recommend an appropriate level of care, implement/assist with appropriate interventions
and respond to crisis situations.
For example, VBCPS supports funding support positions (e.g. social workers, guidance
counselors, school psychologists and instructional personnel support) under Standard 2
on a prevailing cost basis, rather than the current capped basis. Enhancements such as these
will provide additional funding to better support students who are experiencing a mental
health crisis.
Additionally, VBCPS supports updating the definition of school counselors within
Standard 2 of the Standards of Quality (SOQ), which should also be updated, to allow
for flexibility to ensure that individuals with necessary skill sets are available to deployed
based upon the individual school division’s needs.
Making these changes to Standard 2 under the SOQs will directly fund more mental and
behavioral health positions in schools across the state. It will also provide flexibility for
schools to place resources where they are most needed.

Special Education Services

VBCPS has more than 7,900 students who qualify for special education services. VBCPS
spends in excess of $100 million per year, or approximately $13,400 per qualified student,
on special education programs and services. That is the highest amount since 2011. Of this,
approximately 15% comes from the Federal government, 20% from the state and 65% is
local. VBCPS is opposed to any change in the delivery of special education services or
special education funding that would shift a larger portion to the funding responsibility
to the locality. This includes changes to the regional special education programs that either
reduces the overall state allotment or reduces the funding to an individual regional program.
Such reductions in funding will not reduce VBCPS’s obligations under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), but rather shift a larger portion to the locality.

Lottery Fund Usage

While VBCPS supports the additional flexibility provided through recent investments in
lottery proceeds, VBCPS is opposed to any measure that would shift the SOQ or other
recurring costs to the lottery funds. Shifting additional mandatory operating costs to
the lottery fund reduces the amount of money available to school divisions for school
construction and other necessary spending. The lottery funds should be used exclusively
to supplement current public education funding and not used to supplant ongoing SOQ
funded programs.

Dedicated State Funding for Capital Improvements

VBCPS supports the reinstatement of dedicated state funds for capital improvements. Since 2010, local governments
and school boards have carried the full burden of capital improvements for public schools.

OTHER LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
Eliminate or Fund Currently Unfunded Mandates

The total impact of state and federal unfunded mandates to VBCPS was $44 million. Of that $44 million, approximately $16 million are mandates that originated from either the General Assembly or the Virginia Department
of Education. These mandates range from new reporting requirements, to new policies and procedures, to unfunded
equipment requirements. VBCPS is opposed to any state mandates requiring local school divisions to assume
additional responsibilities or provide additional services without the state’s share of funding such mandates.
VBCPS supports the elimination of and/or full funding for existing unfunded mandates.

Dual Enrollment

High quality dual enrollment programs are an important part of preparing students for the workforce and will
allow students to earn college credit or an associate degree while still in high school. VBCPS supports legislation
and/or regulatory reforms that allow school divisions and local community colleges to negotiate individual rates
for public school students who, through their local school division, take dual enrollment courses at the local
community college.

Continued Reform of Assessment System

VBCPS supports the reduction of the number of required tests to allow school divisions to continue to transform
the traditional classroom to better meet the needs of our students to compete in a global marketplace. Rather
than the 20 Standards of Learning (SOL) tests currently mandated, VBCPS supports legislation that allows school
divisions to substitute SOL assessment with those that are performance based, mimic real-life situations and better
prepare students for success in higher education and in the workplace. Since 2008, VBCPS has successfully developed
an increasing number of performance-based assessments that are used on a division-wide basis.
In addition to student growth measures, VBCPS supports a teacher, principal and superintendent accountability
system that includes additional measures such as student participation and performance in Advanced Placement
courses, post-graduate measures that provide information on how students transition after high school, and
qualitative measures of overall school performance beyond assessments.

Charter Schools

VBCPS fully supports creating learning environments that meet the individual needs of the community and the students it serves,
including academies, innovative programs, Governor’s Schools and charter schools; however, for these alternative models to be
successful they must have the support of the local community and school division. For this reason, VBCPS is opposed to any
legislation that would remove the local school board’s authority to establish charter schools within its boundaries, including any
change to the Virginia Constitution or legislation that would give the Virginia Board of Education the authority to create regional
charter schools.
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